Candy Washing Machine Error Code E16
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Should any one of these appear you may have a technical fault.

Dishwasher Errors - Alarms

The largest collection errors and alarms of all Faq - Errors - Alarms Home Appliances Washing machines, Dishwashers, Refrigerators, Ovens and Dryers e11, e12, e13, e14, e15, e16, e17, (Candy) Other: e2, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, A12 failure code:

recognition error data memory card.

Us Too, 14 months old, error code 03, changed pump, no joy, blew out level My washer has developed this fault tonight, 12 days over its 12 month warranty.

Back to washing machine models. Dynamic - Model No. DYN 7164D1X - Product Code 31005588. Instruction Manual Error code messages E04 or above. Onsite washing machine repair Whitehaven at times to suit you. candy gc1472d1 washing machine produces error code e03 during 30degree.
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